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MODERN

ADAPTING FOR

LIVING

OLD MOUNTAIN VIEW COTTAGE EVOLVES INTO LIGHT, OPEN, FAMILY HOME
by Carol Blitzer /
photos by Mariko Reed

A

ndrea Gray and David Woods were looking
for “a home that hadn’t been touched” when
they found their Old Mountain View cottage in
2009. The previous owner had lived there for 65 years,
and the 90-year-old hadn’t even changed the stove or
furnace, which required matches to light.
But that was part of the attraction. For the couple,
this house was close to perfect.
Natives of Canada, the couple had lived in an
Edwardian, a Victorian, a rancher and an Eichler. But it
was that Sunnyvale Eichler that really won their hearts,
with its natural light and connection to the outdoors.
That’s what they challenged their architect to replicate in this much-older home.
At first they thought of adding a second story to their
1,200-square-foot home, but soon nixed that. “We
didn’t want a big house,” Gray says.
What they did want was space in the common areas,
plenty of light and a minimal impact on the environment.
Only about 400 square feet were added, but today’s
home is much more livable for their family of four.
Walls were taken down, opening the living room to
the dining room and kitchen. A new family room was
added, as well as a laundry room.
Today’s dining-room table is visible from all but
the bedrooms. That’s family central, where meals are
eaten, puzzles are solved, homework is done, coffee is
4 WINTER 2012 | home + garden design

shared, Gray says.
The long, slender wooden table was swapped with a
neighbor for the family’s round one, which didn’t really
fit in the new configuration.
The couple made a valiant effort to deconstruct and
reuse as much as they could, wincing when old lath
and plaster was carted off to the landfill. Gray says
she spotted a contractor breaking up an old concrete
sidewalk on Anza Street. He agreed to drop off the old
stuff, which they reused as a low wall in the front yard
and as part of a patio in the rear.
Many “green” elements appear in the kitchen,
from the Heath Ceramics backsplash tile to the
continued on page 6

Top left: Unframed corner windows in the master bedroom look out to the backyard. Left: From the front, the
Old Mountain View cottage sits comfortably on the street, with a low wall made of reused sidewalk. Above: Walls
were taken down to open the kitchen, dining area and living room, with NanaWall accordion doors opening to the
outside.

www.pksinteriors.net

Save $500

On cabinetry orders of $5,500 or more
Exp. 2/29/12

Save additional $100 with this ad on
Draperies, Blinds, Carpet & Hardwood
orders of $1,000 or more
Exp. 2/29/12

Phone: (408) 738-9183 or (650) 948-4162
101 E. El Camino Real, Sunnyvale
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continued from page 4
CaesarStone counter tops and
Henrybuilt Cabinets, made of
sustainable Forest Stewardship
Council-certified birch veneer core.
Appliances — including a Fischer
& Paykel refrigerator and a Bosch
stove and dishwasher — are scaled
to fit the small kitchen. Much is
stored in the large island, including
dishes in a roll-out drawer.
Gray says much of her inspiration
came from a website, www.apart
menttherapy.com.
Gray and Woods thought hard
about where they could splurge
and where they needed to cut back.
Their accordion doors, at the end
of the dining room, open out to the
new deck, leading to the backyard.
“We splashed for the NanaWall,
designed the whole house around
this,” Gray says. “Coming from a
climate where it was hot and muggy
in summer and cold and snowy in
winter, ... this lets us celebrate every
day.”
To make up for that expense,

they chose tile seconds from Heath,
remnants of Marmoleum flooring
for the laundry room, CaesarStone
for the master bathroom and appliances that were “high function but
with not a lot of bells and whistles.”
Expensive materials were used
sparingly, such as in the bathroomtile trim or the rocks at the bottom
of the master-bathroom shower.
They also kept the original framing, roof and floors, only adding in
the new spaces and refinishing to
blend it all together.
A few feet were added to the
master bedroom, which gave them
space for a bathroom. Although not
large, the room is filled with light
from unframed corner windows
overlooking the backyard and highup clerestory windows.
Little was changed in the old bedroom wing, with a few feet taken
from the front porch to incorporate into a window seat in the
new entryway. That window seat
extends into their sons’ bedroom.
The original bathroom was com-

pletely reconfigured and updated,
saving space with a wall-hung toilet. The extra expense for that was
balanced by using IKEA cabinetry.
Woods installed the glass, hinged
shower door. “That keeps the sight
lines as open as possible,” Gray
adds.
The second bedroom now serves
as an office; a few feet were claimed
to accommodate a small laundry
room.
When it came to landscaping, the
couple added a patch of grass in the
back for their 8- and 10-year-olds,
filling in the edges with native and
low-water-use plants. They kept the
original orange trees, and added
cherry, lemon, avocado and apricot
trees, as well as two overflowing
veggie beds on the side — and
room for two bunnies.
Half of the freestanding garage
was transformed into a guest space
with a sofa bed, sleeping loft and
bathroom. It can also be used as a
second office.
The entire house is heated with
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a solar water system through radiant flooring. “We get
95 percent of domestic hot water through solar panels,”
Gray says, with a supplemental instant hot-water tank
only occasionally necessary.
At the end, Gray and Woods got just what they wanted: a cottage that still fits well in the streetscape, with
modern amenities apparent on the inside and in the
backyard. h+g
Resources:
Architect: Klopf Architecture, San Francisco, 415-2874225, www.klopfarchitecture.com
Building contractor: Benjamin Macias, MB
Constructions, Hayward, 510-760-2553, www.mbconstructions.com
Cabinets: Henrybuilt Cabinets, Seattle, www.henrybuilt.
com
Landscape designer: Mary Ruth Bafrali, Bafrali Garden
Design, mrb95@pacbell.net
Goal of project:
Open up floor plan, add
family room, laundry room,
new kitchen, baths
Unanticipated issues:
Sewer line was three flushes
from disaster
Year house built:
1938

Size of home, lot:
Was 1,194 sq ft, now 1,684
sq ft on 5,800-sq-ft lot
Time to complete:
4 months for design, permits;
6.5 months for construction
 3ANTA #RUZ !VE s -ENLO 0ARK
(Next to Posh Bagel)
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Transform
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Hill Construction Co.
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UP

Barrel ceiling opens up space, adds interest

by Carol Blitzer /
photos by Rick E. Martin Photography

I

t took much more than a paint
job to lighten up the 1950s
rancher in North Los Altos
that Liz and John Park purchased
in 2009 for their family of four.
“When we bought the house,
we liked the layout, the yard. It
looked like a nice kitchen, but ...
the laminate was peeling off, the
granite was dark,” Liz says.
They tried painting one wall
of the adjacent family room, but
balked at touching the heart-redwood beams — although Liz says
“I spent two years with a lodge.
It was not what I agreed to (when
they bought the house).”
It was their architectural designer Anna Teeples, however, who
showed them (using a model made
of toilet-paper rolls) that a doublebarrel ceiling with exposed arch
beams and one rib joint would
be a vast improvement over their
plank and cross-tied vaulted one.
Teeples’ plan offered an elegant
compromise between John, who
8 WINTER 2012 | home + garden design

was attached to the dark beams,
and Liz, who wanted open, spacious and light. And it offered an
architecturally interesting design
that got both of them excited
about the project, Teeples says.
The plan she came up with
consolidated some spaces in their
oddly configured kitchen: The
second oven was in a separate butler’s pantry, along with masses of
cabinets.
Today the stove is along one
short wall, rather than in the
island, and a stack of ovens is
next to the refrigerator. That long
hallway/butler’s pantry now holds
cubbies where the Parks’ 7-yearold twin boys can hang their
backpacks, store shoes in drawers below and when they’re older,
recharge their cell phones or laptops above.
The new island is larger, topped
by a piece of maya blue quartzite
that became the inspiration for
the lighter color scheme. Even the
custom-made cabinets are painted
white, contrasted with leathered

black granite, called ubatuba, on
the counter tops and the glass-tile
backsplash.
Some of the storage given up
in the hallway was incorporated
into the island, including a pair of
SubZero wine refrigerators with
dual-temperature zones for appropriately storing red and white
wines.
A stone floor, made of
Jerusalem-gold tumbled, honed
limestone, extends through the
kitchen, dining area, family room
and beyond the new NanaWall
accordion door onto the outside
steps to the patio.
And storage is easily handled
in a new walk-in closet, appropriately labeled in etched glass,
“PANTRY.”
More storage is achieved in a
built-in sideboard near the dining
area.
Updating the lighting involved
pulling out “a million cam lights
with gigantic bulbs,” Liz says, and
replacing them with two abalonedecorated wall sconces, custom-

Ayoob Woodworking
Unmatched Craftmanship Exclusively
Designed For The Discerning Owner

100% hand selected, layered
and ﬁgured solid mahogany

Your own one-of-a-kind statement door
“ If you can imagine it, I can create it. ”
Paul Ayoob

www.AyoobWoodworking.com
Left: The double-barrel ceiling with exposed beams created
a light, airy feel to the great room. Above: The old redwood
beams made the house resemble a dark lodge. Below: A pair
of wall sconces and custom-made LEDs wash the area with
light.

238 East Gish Road, San Jose, CA 95112

4O8-573-O852

made LEDs that “wash the barrel ceiling with light,” as
well as a pair of abalone hanging lights over the island.
The entire house is wired for sound, with speakers
in the living room, playroom, near the swimming pool
and in the family room.
Most of the construction went smoothly, although
there were a few glitches. When the new framing went
up, they noticed that there was an unwanted ledge
hanging over where the TV would go. So they called
back their structural engineer, who helped them
rethink “the box” that supported the barrel ceiling.
That resulted in the contractor ripping out the framing, rebuying gigantic beams and extending the barrel
beyond the edge of the roof.
But they got an eyebrow dormer window out of it,
which cast enough light to let them leave out some
skylights.
Although the punch list isn’t empty yet — those
barrel-washing lights flash and smoke, and one of the
NanaWall doors is warped — the Parks are very happy
with what they’ve achieved, especially in the short construction time.
“They knew their priorities, the scope, what to
spend, how long will it take. ... They were very clear
continued on next page
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continued from previous page
— it had to happen as quickly as possible because they
have two young boys,” Teeples says, noting there were
no over-runs, minimal change orders and it finished
on time.
And the final plus? John plans to reuse that heart
redwood in a new shed. h+g
Resources:
Construction design: Anna Teeples, Anna Teeples
Design, Palo Alto, 408-209-1427, www.ateeples.com
Building contractor: Ryan Hu, Ryan Hu Construction,
San Mateo, 650-759-6325
Cabinets: John Marshall, Cuwstom Craft Cabinets,
Newark, 510-792-2720, www.customcraftcabinets.com

'6DQ5DIDHO$YH_0RXQWDLQ9LHZ&$
_ZZZVDPVFDSLQJFRP
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Goal of project:
Add light, improve layout of kitchen/family room
Unanticipated issues:
Challenging to solve drainage problem, which was more
extensive than thought
Year house built:
Late 1950s
Size of home, lot:
About 2,900 sq ft on a 14,000-sq-ft lot
Time to complete:
11 weeks of construction
Budget:
About $300,000

©2011 Closet Factory. All rights reserved. CA Lic. #931740
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ROOMS
IEWS
V
CREATING

WITH

by Susan Golovin /
photographs by Dasja Dolan

W

hen the couple bought
their three-bedroom
Portola Valley cottage
they loved the cozy way it nestled
into its sylvan, hillside setting.
However, once they started their
family, they envisioned that the
space might be a bit too cozy for a
family of four.
Stan Field, of Field Architecture,
who worked on the remodel with
his son, Jess, explained that they
wanted to maintain the feel of
the original home, yet take full
Top: Proderma siding offers a
modern look that is reminiscent of
redwoods. Left: Even the shower
shares a view of the outdoors.
Right: Stairs lead down to a
built-in seating area in the living
room/playroom.
12 WINTER 2012 | home + garden design

Portola Valley remodel takes advantage of

site

Above: The office is sited below the
kitchen, with a large window that can
be closed off with a glass screen. Left:
A deck off the multi-purpose room
connects to a freestanding sanctuary
as well as to a level area of lawn.

advantage of the site by creating
both physical and visual access to
the outside.
“We added 1,500 square feet
and rebuilt 500 square feet of the
existing home,” the husband says.
The addition cascades down the
hill, with the office and bathroom
below the expanded kitchen and
the multipurpose room, with
a 17-foot ceiling, on the lowest
level. The office can peer into the
room below, or be closed off with
a sliding opaque glass screen.
A deck off the multi-purpose
room connects to a freestanding sanctuary as well as to a level
area of lawn where the pool used
to be. In the old home, this area
was accessible only via steep
stairs from the deck off the living
room.
The staircase in the addition consists of large, shallow
steps — almost mini-landings.
“We wanted the journey to be
the destination,” Stan Field says.
continued on next page
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The enlarged kitchen features a CaesarStone-topped island, with the table sited
to maximize the view. On the cover: Large, shallow steps encourage people to
stop and view the indigenous plantings through the glass wall that encloses one
side of the staircase.

continued from previous page
These generous stairs encourage
you to linger and admire the indigenous plantings that can be viewed
through the glass wall that encloses
one side of the staircase.

Yet, as you approach the home it
looks like a cottage. Once the front
door opens, however, you are presented with the new Blomberg windows that showcase the northwest
view of Portola Valley.

“At night we can see lights of
Canada College,” the husband says.
A few steps down from the entry
is a built-in seating area utilizing
the salvaged eucalyptus and koa
wood that is used throughout the
home.
“The cushions are chemical-free
latex,” the wife says. The balustrades lining the sunken living
room off to the right are glass, adding to the open feel. Santos mahogany floors unify the spaces.
To the left of the entry is the
newly enlarged kitchen, which features a CaesarStone-topped island.
“Notice that all the cabinetry
throughout the house (made by
Wood Shanti) is on the western
walls,” the wife says. The kitchen
table, from Design Within Reach, is
flanked by a built-in banquette, as
well as Condi House chairs facing
the view. Above the banquette, a
window with butt-glazed edges —
glass on glass at the corners — juts
out.
continued on page 16
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continued from page 14
“The standing seam metal roof is almost flat, and there
are no gutters,” the husband says. “When it rains, it looks
like a waterfall.”
The green features of the home are impressive, as you
would expect since the husband is an energy consultant.
In addition to radiant hydronic heat, solar thermal panels, a tankless water heater, low-VOC paint, FSC-certified
custom cabinetry, EnergyStar appliances and LED
lighting, the frame of the house and the under-flooring
consist of pre-fab structural-insulated panels (SIPs) —
essentially sandwiches that provide foam insulation surrounded by strand board.
“It is very energy efficient and strong,” Field says. Also,
since it is all-in-one, it decreases construction time.
“There is a gap between the SIPs and the siding, which
allows for ventilation and discourages mold and protects
from direct sun,” he adds.
In the ongoing effort to create what Field describes
as a “dialog between the old and the new,” they chose
Proderma siding, a bakelite product with a thin veneer of
real wood. The result is a thoroughly modern look that is
reminiscent of redwoods.
The access to the carport is through the mudroom
off the kitchen, and across a deck. “We couldn’t have an
enclosed garage due to city regulations,” the husband
says. The solution, both visually interesting and

SAVE
on your new KITCHEN
Gilmans Kitchen + Baths and DuraSupreme
joined forces to make beauty affordable
for every style & taste!

Ask about our Special Savings and
Discounts on Cabinet Features.
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217 California Drive
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1031 E. Hillsdale Blvd.
650.286.0433

San Francisco
228 Bayshore Blvd.
415.550.8848
San Rafael
530 W. Francisco Blvd.
415.455.5363

www.GKandB.com
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unobtrusive, is a structure sheathed in a horizontal lattice of ipe wood with a metal roof.
The husband has another suggestion for a healthy
home: “Take off your shoes! It’s a simple way to keep the
house clean.” h+g
Resources:
Architect: Stan and Jess Field, Field Architecture,
Fieldarchitecture.com
Building contractor: Mike Donahue, MD Construction,
408-821-4755
Interior designer: Thanh Vess, T. Vess Interiors, _tvessinteriors.com
Landscape designer: Bernard Trainor, Trainor
Associates, bernardtrainor.com
Goal of project:
Provide more space, update and open to setting, but maintain
original “cottage” feel
Unanticipated issues:
Expansive soil required multiple gradings; connecting the
sloping walls of the original home to the addition
Year house built:
1941
Size of home, lot:
3,150 sq. ft., on .73 acres
Time to complete:
two years
Original budget:
$800,000
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Real Solutions
WHAT IS YOUR STYLE?
by Risë Krag

Cherie Cordellos

A

person’s fashion style is quite individualized,
and often well developed. One’s interior-design
preferences are less developed because one
generally does not have the desire or opportunity to
explore interior styles as opposed to wearing a variety
of clothing styles.
I encourage readers to think about their preferences
in creating a personal environment, how to identify a
style that supports them functionally and esthetically,
and how to collaborate with a designer if they would
like help developing their vision. Whether large or
small, all effective spaces begin with a plan.
Throughout history, politics, geography and religious beliefs have created the expression of cultural
styles. Many styles have become formalized and furnishings continue to be reproduced for appreciative
buyers. My interior-design studies have included the
study of each style, original designers, the dates created, and the woods, metals and other materials used
in the cabinetry, furniture, lighting and other decor.
Historic examples can be seen locally in the Cantor
continued on page 20

Characteristics of Transitional style include simplified,
classic furniture; clean-lined, tailored drapes; and an
updated Ikat tribal rug.

picture i t

framed
Custom

Ready-Made

Photo

UArt Palo Alto
267 Hamilton Ave. 650-328-3500

KITCHEN AND BATH INC.
Upscale Experience - Downscale Prices
One stop shopping for your natural stone and tile needs
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Mention ad for 10% off installations over $2500

www.artisticstoneinc.com
http://artisticstoneincblog.com
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continued from page 18
Art Center at Stanford University, and the
Legion of Honor, De Young Museum and the
Asian Art Museum in San Francisco.
By simplifying styles, we can group
them into “Traditional,” “Contemporary,”
“Transitional” or “Eclectic.”
How do we know what is best?
We all have definite likes and dislikes and
that is the beginning of creating our style. But
without editing, a home becomes a mismatch
of disparate elements. A good guide to styles
is www.artsparx.com/stylearchive.asp. It gives
brief descriptions and visual examples, providing a basic understanding of the character
of various styles. There are many blogs and
online guides, but most emphasize trends.

Dean Birinyi

Flat-face, floating cabinetry; a raised vessel sink; integrated
lighting in a frameless mirror; and clean lines and edges make up
Contemporary design.

Seeing examples is a good way to start.
When you look at furnished rooms online,
such as Houzz.com, or in magazines such
as Architectural Digest, Interior Design or
Sunset, take note of your likes and dislikes.
It may be a consistent color or shape or texture. You may find that you identify with
examples of function or lifestyle. Many people
are influenced by the pleasing aspects of their

www.cityofpaloalto.org/SmartEnergy

(650) 329-2241

The outdoors inspires me to conserve–
and new LED Lighting Rebates are yet another way to keep
the great outdoors great!
During my hikes and camping trips around the Bay Area, I’m reminded that an
added beneﬁt of reducing energy use is a healthier environment. In doing my
work at the City Utilities helping residents to become more energy-efﬁcient,
I now have a new tool to help save electricity.
For any Energy Star® rated LED lights, three rebate options are available:
$20 rebate: 10 or more watts, typically replacing 60 to 100+ watt incandescents
$15 rebate: 4 to 9 watts, typically replacing 25 to 45 watt incandescents
$10 rebate: 3 watts or less, typically replacing incandescent decorative lighting
Rebates like these are a win-win for residents and for the environment. It feels
good knowing I can make a difference in my customers’ utility bills and
in the places I love to hike.
Learn more about the new LED lighting rebates and all our incentives
to make your home more comfortable and energy-efﬁcient at
CityofPaloAlto.org/SmartEnergy

—Andrea Hart
Utilities Account Representative Residential Programs
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youth in any city or country. These
memories are embedded in us and
give us a sense of place and comfort.
Our personality is key to interpreting our style.
We inherit furnishings, artworks
and ideas. Our environment can
influence how we live and work. It
can make a statement about who
we are and how we express ourselves. Understanding ourselves is
the key. If we have a very stressful
job, with a great deal of stimulation, we may benefit from a calm,
clutter-free environment in our
homes. If we grew up in another
country or culture, we may wish
to incorporate colors or elements
from our heritage to create a visual
link. Sentiment can be contained
to family photos or become a dominant theme. If we are energized by
surrounding ourselves with family
members or friends, an environment that allows for social interaction is important, including ample
seating, outdoor areas, and interac-

tive games and entertainment.
Working with a design
professional
Identifying how you would like
to live, with an idea of your style
is a good way to start your project.
A designer can envision the completed project and help guide your
through this process.
Don’t be confused by the “style”
dictating how you want to live.
“Traditional” furniture does not
mean formal. This is a label to suggest that older furniture is based
on traditional designs. The furniture may have a sense of warmth
or character that lends itself to an
informal setting.
“Contemporary” isn’t cold and
uncomfortable. Many newer furnishings are designed by architects
and are sculpted to the body. The
lines may be less conventional but
more comfortable. Some people
view them as functional art
objects.
“Transitional” represents designs

based on history but softened and
simplified. Sofas and chairs may
be longer and deeper. They can
be easily paired with other styles.
Many popular catalogues show
furniture in this category.
“Eclectic” is one of the harder
styles to identify. It is not the culmination of a weekend shopping
trip to the flea market. Rather, it is
a balance of function and comfort
with a theme of personal storytelling. It may include edited examples
of travel finds, hobby elements or
bits of whimsy. Unless contrived,
it can be an honest way to live and
share your personal life.
Whether large or small, the best
style is one that pleases your eye
and supports your personal
needs. h+g
Risë Krag, ASID, associate AIA,
IESGG, is founder of RKI Interior
Design, a full-service interior-design
ﬁrm. She can be reached at 650854-9090 or RKIinteriordesign.com.
Design problems can be sent directly
to rki@rkiinteriordesign.com.

www.cityofpaloalto.org/utilities

I’m working to provide a healthier
environment for my kids—and yours.
It’s very satisfying to know I am helping the City of Palo Alto be more energy efﬁcient
and ﬁnd resource solutions that lower our carbon emissions. But what really drives me is
my children. I want them to grow up in a world that is cleaner than the one I grew up in.
The efforts we make today will have a lasting effect on generations to come. That’s why
my work involving electric vehicles and smart grid applications are both small steps
toward the greater goal of a healthier Palo Alto, and a cleaner planet.
For information on sustainability
and renewable energy visit
CityofPaloAlto.org/SustainableHome

—Shiva Swaminathan
Senior Resource Planner,
Electricity
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You’ll be surprised...

Midtown
at our low prices for designer brand furniture, accessories and jewelry.

Beautiful Designer Furniture
at Consignment Prices!

CAMPBELL

MOUNTAIN VIEW

650.964.7212
408.871.8890
930 W. Hamilton Ave. 141 E. El Camino Real

SAN CARLOS
650.508.8317
1123 Industrial Rd.

16 LOCATIONS IN CALIFORNIA, NEVADA & TEXAS
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Northern California’s premier supplier of Natural Stone, Brick, Stone Veneer and
architectural Masonry. Four Bay Area locations: Redwood City, Sunnyvale,
San Martin and Livermore. To learn more, visit our beautiful Masonry Showroom
located just of Highway 101 in Mountain View.

MASONRY SHOWROOM

2490 Charleston Road

Mountain View, CA 94043

(877) 282-0522

www.pbm1923.com

Yard Locations:

Redwood City
Sunnyvale
San Martin
Livermore

